Executive Summary – Manual Changes

**Effective Date:** 06/01/2013

**Impacted Manual #(s)/Manual Title(s):**

Manual 03: Transmission Operations

**Conforming Order(s):** n/a

**Associated Issue Tracking Title:** n/a

**Committee Approval Path - What committee(s) have already seen these changes?**

SOS, OC, MIC, PC, MRC

**MRC 1st read date:** 4/25/13

**MRC Voting date:** 5/30/13

**Impacted Manual Sections:** Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Attachments A, D, and E.

**Reason for Change:**

Semi-annual update to incorporate procedure changes.

**Summary of the changes:**

Section 5: Removed the Corson – Union 1402 Directional Rating
Attachment A: Removed Mays Chapel from SPS listing.
Attachment A: Removed MISO owned Lakeview SPS from listing.
Attachment A: Added Carolina “22” SPS from/to listing only.
Attachment D: Removed several ComEd facilities from the list.
Attachment E: Removed minor note for PPL and UGI schemes.
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